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Issues for Discussion

1. The Arctic Council

2. Climate Change

3. Circumpolar/International Trends

4. Trends and Issues in Northern Canada

5. Leadership



THE

CIRCUMPOLAR

NORTH



Homeland Laboratory

Conceptualizing Arctic Interests

Wilderness

While this way of characterizing Arctic affairs is an over-simplification, it
helps to clarify some of the values and goals of various stakeholders.

Frontier



Brundtland Commission

“The environment does not exist as a sphere
separate from human actions, ambitions and
needs, and attempts to defend it in isolation from
human concerns have given the very word
‘environment’ a connotation of naivety in some
political circles... But the ‘environment’ is where we
all live, and development is what we all do in
attempting to improve our lot within that abode.
The two are inseparable.”



1. The Arctic Council & Arctic Governance



The Arctic Council

Declaration Establishing the Arctic Council (Sept.1996)

“The Arctic Council is established as a high level
forum to provide a means for promoting cooperation,
coordination and interaction among the Arctic
States, with the involvement of the Arctic indigenous
communities and other Arctic inhabitants on
common arctic issues*, in particular issues of
sustainable development and environmental
protection in the Arctic.”

* But not on military matters



Structure of the Arctic Council



Arctic Council Member States

! Canada

! Denmark/Greenland/Faroe Islands

! Finland

! Iceland

! Norway

! Sweden

! Russian Federation

! United States of America



Permanent Participants
(International Indigenous Organizations)

! Aleut International Association (AIA)

! Arctic Athabaskan Council (AAC)

! Gwich’in Council International (GCI)

! Inuit Circumpolar Conference (ICC)

! Saami Council

! Russian Association of Indigenous Peoples

of the North (RAIPON)



Observers

Observer States

! France

! Germany

! The Netherlands

! Poland

! United Kingdom

! Spain

! [China]

! [Italy]

! [Republic of Korea]

! [European Comm.]

International Governmental

Organizations

! Conference of
Parliamentarians of the Arctic
Region

! International Federation of Red
Cross & Red Crescent
Societies

! International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN)

! Nordic Council of Ministers

! Northern Forum

! North Atlantic Marine Mammal
Commission (NAMMCO)

! United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (UN-
ECE)

! United Nations Environment
Program (UNEP)

Non-governmental organizations

! Advisory Committee on Protection
of the Seas (ACOPS)

! Association of World Reindeer
Herders

! Circumpolar Conservation Union

! International Arctic Science
Committee (IASC)

! International Arctic Social
Sciences Association (IASSA),

! International Union for
Circumpolar Health (IUCH)

! Worldwide Fund for Nature
(WWF)

! United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP)

! International Work Group for
Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA)

! University of the Arctic



So what is the Arctic Council?

! An international network of policy-makers,
indigenous peoples and scientists

! No legal status (not a binding treaty)

! No separate budget (voluntary funding)

! Few permanent institutional structures

! Decisions are by consensus

! A model for cooperation and information
sharing but not for hands-on management



Scope of AC

Work



Arctic Council Working Groups

The substantive work of the AC is done by 6

international working groups:

! AMAP (Arctic Monitoring & Assessment Program)

! CAFF (Conservation of Arctic Flora & Fauna)

! EPPR (Emergency Prevention, Preparedness & Response)

! PAME (Protection of Arctic Marine Environment)

! SDWG (Sustainable Development Working Group)

! ACAP (Arctic Contaminants Action Program)



Some Arctic Council Activities

! Some important Arctic Council work:

" ACIA (Arctic Climate Impact Assessment, 2004)

" AHDR (Arctic Human Development Report, 2004)

" AMSP (Arctic Marine Strategic Plan, 2004)

" AMSA (Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment, 2009)

" Arctic Oil and Gas Assessment, 2009

" CBMP (Circumpolar Biodiversity Monitoring Programme)

" ABA (Arctic Biodiversity Assessment, 2013)

" SLiCA (Survey of Living Conditions in the Arctic, 2008)

" ECONOR (Economy of the North, 2006 and 2009)



Climate Change Reports



AMAP:

Arctic Pollution

Assessment



CAFF:

Status of Flora and

Fauna



CAFF:

Circumpolar

Biodiversity

Monitoring Program

&

Arctic Biodiversity

Assessment



PAME:

Arctic Marine Strategic

Plan

&

Arctic Marine Shipping

Assessment



PAME:

Oil Transfer

Guidelines

&

Best Practices for

Ecosystem Based

Oceans

Management



ACAP:

Pollution Cleanup

Projects



SDWG:

Arctic Human

Development Report

&

Survey of Living

Conditions in the

Arctic

&

Arctic Indigenous

Languages



SDWG:

Capacity Building

Overview



SDWG:

Women’s Participation

in Fisheries Decision

Making



SDWG:

Family-Based Reindeer

Economy



2. Climate Change



Does the Earth Care if We Are Here ?

"     Yes

       No

“The real Earth does not need saving. It can, will
and always has saved itself and it is now
starting to do so by changing to a state much
less favourable for us and other animals.  What
people mean by the plea is “save the planet as
we know it” and that is now impossible.”

[James Lovelock, The Sunday Times, 08 Feb 2009]



The Population Problem

! “...the exhalations of breath and other gaseous emissions by the
nearly seven billion people on Earth, their pets and livestock are
responsible for 23% of all greenhouse gas emissions....Add on
the fossil fuel burnt in the total activity of growing, gathering,
selling and serving food..., this adds up to about half of all carbon
dioxide emissions....Like it or not, we are the problem....it is not
simply too much carbon dioxide in the air or the loss of
biodiversity as forests are cleared; the root cause is too many
people.”

! Arctic exodus?    “The northern regions of Canada, Scandinavia
and Siberia...will remain habitable...”

[James Lovelock, The Sunday Times, 08 Feb 2009]



ACIA’s 10 Key Findings

1. The Arctic climate is now warming rapidly

& much larger changes are projected.

2. Arctic warming & its consequences have

worldwide implications.



ACIA’s 10 Key Findings
3. Arctic vegetation zones are projected to

shift, bringing wide-ranging impacts.

4. Animal species’ diversity, ranges &

distribution will change.

5. Many coastal communities & facilities

face increasing exposure to storms.



ACIA’s 10 Key Findings
6. Reduced sea ice is very likely to increase

marine transport & access to resources.

7. Thawing ground will disruption
transportation, building & other
infrastructure.

8. Indigenous communities are facing
major economic & cultural impacts.



ACIA’s 10 Key Findings

9. Elevated ultraviolet radiation levels will
affect people, plants & animals.

10.Multiple influences interact to cause the
impacts to people & ecosystems.



GLOBAL OCEAN CIRCULATION

COOLING

WARM

SURFACE

CURRENT

INTERMEDIATE

WATERS

WARM AND LESS SALINE ANTARCTIC CIRCUMPOLAR CURRENT

Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research



Changes in global ocean circulation can lead to abrupt climate change.

Such change can be initiated by increases in Arctic precipitation and river

runoff, and the melting of arctic snow and ice, leading to reduced salinity

of ocean waters in the North Atlantic.



Some Potential Climate Change Impacts

Local & National

! Migration and feeding patterns of wildlife

! Harvesting and traditional economies

! Coastal communities: rising sea levels & coastal erosion

! New health issues: pest-borne infectious diseases

International

! Impacts on land & sea infrastructure

! New shipping lanes in Arctic waters

! Pressures to develop non-renewable resources

! Pressures for fresh water exports

! Sovereignty & security



Conclusions

! Even with immediate reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, the

impacts of climate change on the Arctic, and on global systems

generally, will continue.

! The primary search for mitigative solutions needs to be outside the

Arctic.

! The search for solutions in the Arctic needs to be directed primarily at

adaptation.

! A coordinated global approach is needed.



3. Circumpolar & International

Trends

" Growing awareness of climate change impacts

" Increased demands for northern natural resources

" Increased scientific, commercial & military activity
in Arctic

" Growing perception that the Arctic is accessible



The Awareness Revolution:

Climate Change, Energy and the Arctic



The International Dimension

The North is growing in importance in the context of
several national and international issues: The North will

help define Canada’s place in the world in the 21st
Century.



4. Trends in Northern Canada

! New and expanded responsibilities for local
northern governance bodies

" Self-government agreements

" land claims agreements

" Devolution/home rule processes

" constituents’ expectations

" Talk of a strategy for the North

! The paradox of globalization: localization



Re-thinking the North

1. There has been significant political,

economic and social change in the North in

the past three decades.

2. Aboriginal peoples and governments are an

integral part of the political & economic

mainstream in the North.

3. Industry is making or considering significant

new investments in the North.



Re-thinking the North

4. The environment is a key factor in decision-

making.

5. Challenges are emerging that will test

Canada’s scientific, security and sovereignty

preparedness.

6. Resource development decisions will

increasingly involve Northerners & their

governments.



5. Leadership

“Before government came…

it w
as like a calm day all th

e

time.”



The Arctic Voice

"  It is not enough to have a voice, we need to know
what we want to day

"  Moving from a focus on internal circumstances of
communities to looking at the external (global)
relations influencing their development

"  Mitigating external impacts requires the many to
change for the few

"  Can small northern local communities influence
large, urban populations?

" Who speaks for the North ?



What can Local Communities Do ?

! Think locally, act locally?

! Think globally, act locally?

! Think globally, act globally?

The imbalance between jurisdictions & “impact zones”



C O M M U N I T I E S :
New Status & Powers

CONCURRENCY :
Ove r l a pp i ng

Law-Making Powers

CO -ORD INAT ION :
Carrying Out Shared

R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s

CONSULTAT ION :
Formal Requirements

For All
Gove r nmen t s

CO-OPERAT ION :
The Need for Positive

R e l a t i o n s h i p s

Capacity Issues



The circumpolar North is at a turning

point in respect of its role in global affairs

Circumpolar & International
Trends

Local and Regional Trends
within Canada’s North



A Northern Strategy



Arctic Council Websites

! Arctic Council: http://www.arctic-council.org/index.html

! ACAP: http://www.arctic-council.org/f2000-acap.html

! AMAP: http://www.amap.no/

! CAFF: http://www.caff.is/

! EPPR: http://eppr.arctic-council.org/

! PAME: http://www.pame.is/

! SDWG: http://www.sdwg.org/

! ACIA: http://www.acia.uaf.edu/



Thank you for

your patience!


